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ABSTRACT Healthcare data management has been gaining a lot of attention in recent years because of

its high potential to provide more accurate and cost-efficient patient care. The traditional client-server and

cloud-based healthcare data management systems suffer from the issues of single point of failure, data

privacy, centralized data stewardship, and system vulnerability. The replication mechanism, and privacy

and security features of blockchain have a promising future in the healthcare domain as they can solve

some of the inherent issues of the health management system. However, most of the recent research works

on blockchain in the healthcare domain have primarily focused on the permission-less Bitcoin network that

suffers from drawbacks such as high energy consumption, limited scalability, and low transaction throughput.

Consequently, there is a need for a scalable, fault-tolerant, secure, traceable and private blockchain to suit the

requirements of the healthcare domain. We propose a lightweight blockchain architecture for the healthcare

data management that reduces the computational and communication overhead compared to the Bitcoin

network by dividing the network participants into clusters and maintaining one copy of the ledger per

cluster. Our architecture introduces the use of canal, that allows secure and confidential transactions within

a group of network participants. Furthermore, we propose a solution to avoid forking which is prevalent in

the Bitcoin network. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed architecture in providing security

and privacy compared to the Bitcoin network by analyzing different threats and attacks. We also discuss

how our proposed architecture addresses the identified threats. Our experimental results demonstrate that

our proposed architecture generates 11 times lower network traffic compared to the Bitcoin network as the

number of blocks increases. Our ledger update is 1.13 times faster. Our architecture shows a speedup of 67%

in ledger update and 10 times lower network traffic when the number of nodes increases.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain, consensus, decentralization, health information management, privacy,

scalability.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last century, healthcare data management has been

revolutionized by a wide range of hardware, software, and

networking technologies all of which aim to improve the

tracking of diseases and their causes, medical treatment,

the quality of medical care and drugs, and to establish world-

wide prevention plans for chronic diseases. The initial paper-

based records have now transitioned to Electronic Heath

Records (EHRs) [1]. EHRs need to be frequently distributed

and shared among different hospitals, patients, clinics, phar-

macists, medical insurance providers, medical drug manufac-

turers, researchers, and government to provide a holistic view

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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of a patient’s medical history in order to provide accurate and

timely patient care. The distribution of EHRs becomes a time

consuming and expensive process whenwe use the traditional

client-server healthcare data management system where each

hospital/clinic maintains its own database of patients’ med-

ical records. A patient’s treatment is further delayed if the

patient moves from one hospital to another hospital across

different regions or countries. Moreover, most of the time a

patient has to repeat several laboratory and radiology tests.

Cloud-based health data management systems [2]–[4] have

been introduced in the past to address the issues of scala-

bility, real-time data access, single point of failure, privacy

and security prevailing in the client-server-based system. The

patients’ medical data from different hospitals are stored in a

remote cloud storage making it easily accessible by patients
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and healthcare providers. However, this requires the patients

and the hospitals to either encrypt the sensitive and private

patients’ medical data before uploading it to the cloud or to

trust in the cloud service provider. The former requires a large

amount of memory-intensive computing which is not suitable

for a hospital environment [5] whereas, the latter may be

very difficult to employ because the patients are aware of

the potential risks of their data being misused [6]. Moreover,

the issue of a single point of failure along with data security

and patient’s privacy risk prevailing in the client-server-based

system, still exist in cloud-based systems. According to the

statistics provided by the Health Insurance Portability and

Accountability Act (HIPAA), 13,236,569 medical records

were breached in 2018 which were as twice as compared to

5,138,179 records breached in 2017 [7].

Blockchain technology [8] which uses a shared,

immutable, and transparent ledger has a great potential to

solve the issues of real-time data access, vulnerability, data

fragmentation, lack of traceability, security, and privacy

which exist in the current client-server architecture. Each

transaction in blockchain is timestamped and a block of

several timestamped transactions is created. A block is linked

to a previous block by using a cryptographic technique to

serve immutability. The concept of timestamping to provide

immutability was first introduced in 1991, when researchers

at Telcordia Technologies (formerly Bellcore) proposed a

mechanism to produce an immutable record of linked doc-

uments [9]. In this mechanism, a document owner sends

the hashed document along with the owner’s identity to

a server for timestamping. The server digitally signs the

document with the current timestamp and then hashes the

signed document, sender’s identity, and the previous doc-

ument’s hash together. Consequently, any attempt to either

back-date or forward-date the document’s timestamp will

be discovered. This timestamping mechanism was improved

later to add multiple documents to a single timestamped

block [10].

Blockchain became a widely known concept with the

introduction of bitcoin, a digital currency. In 2008, Satoshi

Nakamoto published a white paper in which he proposed a

direct online peer-to-peer payment without relying on a third

party such as a bank or financial institutions [11]. The paper

solved the problem of double spending in digital currency

by linking every transaction to the preceding one in a public

ledger producing an immutable record of transactions.

Blockchain eliminates the need for a central database

server that operates as an intermediate among the peers.

The server is a single point of failure. If the server fails,

the entire network will be affected. In addition, the network

bandwidth usage of the servermust be high in order to support

high volumes of network traffic. Moreover, this centralized

approach also has security concerns because the server con-

tains all the sensitive information of the network participants.

Blockchain addresses these aforementioned issues through its

decentralized network architecture wherein all the network

participants have equal influence over the network and share

a copy of the transactions’ data in form of a ledger. This

replication of data gives local access to the data and also helps

to improve fault tolerance when data on some of the nodes

is corrupted or the nodes behave maliciously. Furthermore,

the data stored in the blockchain is immutable, i.e., once

the data is stored, it cannot be modified or deleted. Any

modification or deletion of the data is quickly detected by

the underlying blockchain mechanisms. Each block in the

chain is hashed using the hash of the previous block thereby

creating an immutable chain. These distinctive features of

blockchain has triggered its wide adoption for healthcare data

management. However, most of the research for blockchain

in the healthcare domain focused on the Bitcoin blockchain

which suffers from several drawbacks such as high energy

consumption [12], [13], poor scalability and low transac-

tion throughput [14]. Such shortcomings must to be consid-

ered while developing a healthcare data management system

underpinned by the blockchain technology.

We summarize the contributions of this work as follows:

• Wepropose a lightweight blockchain architecture for

healthcare data management that incurs low compu-

tation and communication overheads as compared to

the traditional Bitcoin network. We achieve this by

dividing the network participants into demographic

clusters and maintaining one copy of the ledger per

cluster. Since our proposed architecture does not fork

the transactions on all the nodes as in Bitcoin and

only the cluster heads maintain a copy of the ledger,

we use the terminology ’lightweight’. to character-

ize the proposed architecture. In this architecture,

we introduce the concept of canals that allow secure

and confidential transactions within a group of net-

work members.

• We propose a solution to avoid forking (which is

prevalent in the Bitcoin network) by using a Head

Blockchain Manager (HBCM) to generate blocks

and handle the transactions.

• We evaluate the performance of our proposed

blockchain architecture and compare it with the Bit-

coin network. Our experimental results demonstrate

that our proposed architecture outperforms the Bit-

coin network in terms of the amount of network

traffic generated and the time it takes to process data

replication and ledger update.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

presents an overview of related works. We describe the

basic concepts of the blockchain technology in Section III.

Section IV presents our proposed blockchain-based health-

care data management architecture. We describe transaction

handling in Section V. Section VI presents a performance

evaluation and analysis of our proposed architecture. Finally,

Section VII concludes the paper.
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II. RELATED WORKS

A. TRADITIONAL HEALTHCARE DATA MANAGEMENT

Healthcare data management is an important process where

the patient’s medical record is stored andmanaged to provide:

improved care, efficient tracking of diseases and their causes,

medical data for research and the development of effective

medical drugs, and an efficient prevention plan. Currently,

EHRs are widely used by hospitals and health providers to

manage patients’ medical data using a client-server architec-

ture [15]–[21]. But in this type of healthcare data manage-

ment system, the hospitals are the primary custodians of the

data. This makes it difficult for healthcare professionals to

make a precise disease prognosis or diagnosis when required

and makes it difficult for patients to have a cohesive view

of their medical history because their medical data is most

likely to be stored at different hospitals and clinics. In order to

allow a patient to track his/her own medical data from differ-

ent organizations, several cloud-based healthcare data man-

agement systems [2]–[4] have been developed by academia

and industry in the past few years. However, in these sys-

tems, a patient stores important health records in a cloud-

based centralized database which suffers from a single point

of failure making the system prone to errors, cyberattacks,

and data loss. Consequently, the current client-server and/or

cloud-based medical data management systems suffer from

the issues of system vulnerability, data fragmentation, lack

of accountability, security and privacy as we have mentioned

previously.

B. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED HEALTHCARE

DATA MANAGEMENT

Blockchain technology is one of the latest advances in infor-

mation technology wherein the network participants can

record transactions and immediately share them with other

participants connected to the blockchain. Several research

efforts used the blockchain to address the shortcomings of

current EHR systems. Most of these works [22]–[26] have

used blockchain to address security and privacy concerns of

medical records by storing the hash of the cloud data in the

blockchain. However, in theseworks, the system is vulnerable

to a single point of failure because of the cloud server. In addi-

tion, the approach does not solve the problem of privacy of

patients’ medical records when they are stored in centralized

cloud database. To address the issue of single point of fail-

ure many research works propose the use of blockchain to

store the medical data in a distributed ledger. Most of these

works either propose a new data encryption/decryption tech-

niques [27]–[29], or a new digital signature scheme [30], or a

secure data communication method [31], [32] or a key gen-

erator mechanism [33] which is used by the blockchain for

medical data.

Very few works [34]–[40] have proposed health informa-

tion systems using blockchain for sharing of patients’ medical

records among different hospitals. The authors of [34] pro-

pose a blockchain-based data sharing application, MedRec,

that integrates with doctors’ current data storage systems

thereby facilitating interoperability. The application allows

doctors to share patients’ medical records on the blockchain.

The authors of [35] and [36] propose a framework for access-

ing medical data using smart contracts in an Ethereum-based

blockchain network. However, [34] uses patients’ medical

data as an incentive for mining which puts the patient’s

privacy at high risk. In addition, the blockchain network used

in [34]–[36] is based on the Proof of Work (PoW) consensus

mechanism which consumes a lot of energy [12], [13] and

suffers from performance issues [14]. Moreover, these works

require cryptocurrency tokens in order to initiate transactions

necessary for data upload and data retrieval. The authors

of [37] propose a blockchain-based medical data sharing

system, MedBlock, that allows efficient access and retrieval

of EHRs using low energy consuming consensus Practical

Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) as compared to PoW [41]

for a permissioned network. These works [34]–[37] do not

allow patients to disseminate their medical conditions and

lifestyles data to the blockchain network that would aid med-

ical professionals for better prognosis/diagnosis and follow-

up. In contrast, the authors of [38], [39] propose the use

of blockchain to share patients’ medical data. The patients

upload the medical data while retaining the primary steward-

ship. However, these works only allow the medical profes-

sionals to view the patients’ medical records and do not allow

these professionals to disseminate patient’s medical data

(such as diagnosis, laboratory and radiology results, treat-

ment, and vaccinations) to the network. The authors of [40]

propose a health information system by using blockchain to

share medical data among different patients and hospitals.

This work allows both patients and hospitals to upload the

patients’ medical data to the distributed ledger and therefore

provides a complete view of a patient’s medical data history.

However, the proposed framework uses a mining-based con-

sensus approach which consumes a high amount of energy

to generate a block. In contrast, our proposed architecture

is highly scalable with high performance because it divides

the blockchain network into clusters with a Blockchain

Manager (BCM) per cluster maintaining one copy of the

ledger and allow dissemination of patient’s medical and per-

sonal health data. Moreover, our architecture uses canal that

enables collaborating group within a network to perform

confidential transactions maintaining a ledger accessible to

the canal members. Energy-efficiency in our architecture is

achieved by using the PBFT consensus mechanism. Table 1

outlines the strengths and the weaknesses of recent works on

blockchain-based healthcare data management systems.

III. BLOCKCHAIN OVERVIEW

Blockchain is an immutable record of transactions stored in

a ledger distributed among the participants to ensure decen-

tralized and secure transactions. The transactions are grouped

in a block and the block is linked to the chain. We define

blockchain technology as a combination of three existing

technologies which include distributed ledger [42], consensus

protocols, and cryptography [43]. It is worth noting that
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TABLE 1. Strengths and weaknesses of works on blockchain-based healthcare data management systems.

these technologies are not new, but the application of these

technologies combined together makes blockchain a new

technology. We formulate the blockchain as,

Blockchain =

∫
(DL,CP,C) (1)

We describe the parameters of this equation below.
• A Distributed Ledger (DL) is used to eliminate the

need of a trusted third party in digital relationships and

reduce the risk of a single point of failure. Blockchain

uses a peer-to-peer network, where each network node

holds a synchronized copy of the ledger. If a node
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fails or behaves maliciously, the original data can still

be retrieved from the other nodes, which is not possible

if the data is stored by a central administrative authority.

Thus, blockchain improves fault tolerance.

• Consensus Protocols (CPs) are used by blockchain par-

ticipants to agree on a single state to update the ledger.

The higher the number of nodes in the network veri-

fying a state change, the more secure is the network.

Blockchain uses a consensus protocol to validate the

transactions, create a new block and append the created

block onto the chain.

• Cryptography (C) technology is used to create a secure

digital identity for every participant and validate trans-

actions on the blockchain network . This is achieved

by using a pair of public and private keys held by the

participant.

FIGURE 1. Overview of blockchain.

Figure 1 shows an overview of blockchain technology.

We divide the blockchain architecture in three layers: infras-

tructure layer, platform layer, and distributed computing

layer. The infrastructure layer consists of all the hardware

components required to execute the blockchain. It includes

nodes which are the network participants. A node can per-

form one or more of the following tasks: 1) initiate transac-

tions, 2) validate transactions and blocks, 3) generate blocks,

and 4) maintain a copy of the ledger. A network partici-

pant may have different roles such as client (patient and

hospital), blockchain manager and head blockchain manager.

The infrastructure layer also consists of the storage com-

ponent which stores the ledger of the transaction records

in the network. The other component of the infrastructure

layer is the network facilities required for the communica-

tion within a blockchain or between different blockchains.

The platform layer contains the facilities for invoking Remote

Procedure Calls (RPCs) [44], web Application Programming

Interface (API) [45], and REpresentational State Transfer

(REST) API’s [46] for the communication between the client

and the blockchain network.

The distributed computing layer in the blockchain architec-

ture ensures local access to data, fault tolerance, immutability,

privacy, authenticity, and security of the transaction data.

The ledger of the transaction records is replicated on dis-

tributed nodes connected in a peer-to-peer network serving

for fault tolerance as well as immutability. Immutability

is the blockchain property that does not allow modifica-

tion of transaction records once updated in the ledger. The

blockchain network uses a consensus algorithm to reach an

agreement regarding the order of the transactions in the net-

work, the update of the ledger, and decision about the next

block generated. In addition, the distributed computing layer

is responsible for user authentication via an encryption tech-

nique [47] and data privacy by using a hashing technique [48].

The blockchain architecture consists of different layers

which have the following characteristics.

• Decentralization: Blockchain enables the sharing of a

database directly in a distributed ledger without any

intermediary entity. The transactions are processed and

stored by the network nodes. The ledger is updated by

the nodes after a consensus has been reached.

• Transparency: The transaction data replicated on the

network nodes in the blockchain network is recorded as a

chain of all the transactions linked together going all the

way to the first transaction. Changes to the network are

publicly visible making the network highly transparent

and secure.

• Immutability: The transactions in the blockchain are

stored in blocks. Each block in the chain is linked to the

previous block using a cryptographic hash function. Any

attempt to modify the content of a block will affect the

subsequent blocks in the chain. Consequently, a mali-

cious attacker requires to computationally change all the

succeeding blocks in the chain to modify a particular

block. This becomes difficult because the copy of the

chained blocks is replicated over multiple nodes.

• Traceability: The distributed, transparent nature of the

blockchain technology makes it easier to trace complex

transaction events, such as in a supply chain [49]. Each

update in the state of the asset can be traced back to

its origin. This helps in making the blockchain network

more secure, efficient, and transparent.

• Trustless: Blockchain enables the transaction of assets

between unknown parties who do not trust each other.

Distributing the ledger across several nodes in the net-

work and updating this ledger via consensus ensures the

validity of transactions in an untrusted environment.

A blockchain network is either public-centric or private-

centric. Public blockchain, often referred to as permission-

less blockchain, allows anyone to join the blockchain network

without permission [50]. The user can join the network as
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TABLE 2. Comparison between public and private blockchain networks.

a simple node, a validating node or a mining node. A simple

node in the network can just send and receive transactions

and does not store a copy of the ledger, neither validates

a transaction, whereas a full node does. A Mining node is

a full node with the capability of mining, i.e., the process

of generating a new block. This type of network typically

offers incentive for the users to participate in the consensus to

encourage more participants to join the network. The identity

of a network participant is kept pseudo-anonymous [51] by

using a public key where the participant’s real identity is

kept unknown and recognized by a pseudo name. However,

the transaction data is kept public over the network leading to

the issue of data privacy [52]. Public networks are not highly

scalable, and they also suffer from the issue of low throughput

because the transaction validation and processing are done

by a high number of participants spread across the world.

Private blockchain, also called permissioned, is an invite-

only network from an authentication authority [50]. Private

blockchains have high transaction throughput and are more

scalable than the public blockchains. The network involves

access control rights for ledger query and updates. Table 2

shows the comparison between the public and the private

blockchain networks.

A general blockchain network involves transactions,

blocks, merkle tree root hash, previous block’s hash, times-

tamp, block version, nodes, mining and genesis block.

• Transaction: A process that changes the state of

the blockchain ledger. Depending on the application,

the transaction can be the transfer of any valuable

asset or the execution of a smart contract.

• Block: It consists of a block header and a block data. The
header consists of the block’s metadata information such

as the merkle tree root hash, the previous block’s hash,

the time stamp, and the block version whereas the data

consists of a set of valid transactions.

• Merkle Tree Root Hash:All the transactions in the block
are hashed individually using a hashing algorithm. These

hash values are then combined pairwise and are hashed

again until a single hash value is obtained. This value is

known as the merkle tree root hash value.

• Block Hash: It is the unique identifier of a particular

block and is obtained by hashing the block header twice.

• Previous Block’s Hash: It is the hash of the block preced-
ing the current block in the chain. The preceding block

is known as the parent of the current block.

• Timestamp: It indicates the time when the block was

created.

• Block Version: It indicates the version of the validation

rules followed by the blockchain network.

• Nodes: A typical blockchain network has three different

type of nodes namely, simple node, full node and mining

node.

• Mining: It is the process of adding the valid trans-

actions in a block and broadcasting that block to the

network.

• Genesis Block: This is the first block in the blockchain

network, and it does not have any parent block. All the

following blocks in the chain are linked to the genesis

block. The genesis block generally includes the config-

uration for the network characteristics, consensus proto-

col to be used, access control rights, hashing function,

block generation interval, and block size.

The mostly widely used blockchain is the public Bitcoin

network wherein each user is associated with a pair of private

and public keys. To propose a transaction, and to get it

validated and added in the block, a user requires a pair of

public and a private keys for transaction authentication and

validation. The private key belonging to a user is only known

by that user while the public key is known to everyone in

the network. While creating a new transaction, the user first

hashes the transaction data using a hashing function. The

hashed data is encrypted using the user’s private key and is

then broadcasted along with the transaction data to the net-

work. Each validator in the network validates the transaction

to ensure the authenticity of the proposing node, integrity

of the transaction data, and whether the node can perform

that transaction. In order to do so, each full node decrypts

the encrypted transaction data using the public key of the

proposing node and obtains the hash value. Then the full node

hashes the transaction data to generate the hash value and then

matches it with the decrypted hash value. This ensures that

the transaction data has not been tempered with and it is from

an authentic user. The transaction, once valid, is broadcasted

to the miners in the network. The miner (selected according

to the consensus protocol) verifies the valid transactions and

group them in a block. The transactions are grouped in such

a way that the block size does not exceed a predetermined

threshold.

In a Bitcoin network, all the miners compete against each

other to mine a new block and the network agrees on which
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miner’s block to add in the chain by using a consensus pro-

tocol. The consensus protocol used in the Bitcoin is Proof of

Work (PoW) [53], where eachminer competes to find a nonce

value such that the hash of the current block has a predefined

number of leading consecutive zeros and is below a threshold

limit. The nonce is a variable whose value is adjusted by

a brute-force method in order to produce the desired block

hash. In PoW, each miner accumulates valid transactions in

a block and computes the merkle root hash value. The root

hash, the previous block’s hash, the timestamp, the block

version, and the nonce are all input to a hash function to

compute the current block’s hash value. The nonce value

is brute-forced until the desired block hash is found. Once

the nonce generating the threshold hash has been found,

the miner broadcasts the block to the network. All the other

miners stop the mining process and verify the validity of the

proposed block. This is done by checking if: the block number

is correct, all the transactions in the block are valid, the block

has a valid parent hash (by verifying the previous block’s

hash), and the block’s hash is as required (by recalculating

the block’s hash using the provided nonce value in the block).

Once valid, the block is appended to the chain and the miners

start mining the next block. The previous block’s hash value

is used as an input to compute the current block’s hash so

as to ensures the immutability of the blockchain ledger. For

instance, if any malicious user tries to modify a transaction

data in a block somewhere in the past, the hash value of that

block will change. This hash value will not match the stored

value in the parent block hash field in the next block which

will reveal the malicious attack. To modify any transaction,

the user has to modify all the blocks in the chain as well as

all the copies of the ledger distributed among different the

users which is computationally impossible. However, PoW

consumes a lot of energy and has low transaction throughput.

In 2017, the bitcoin mining used around 30.14 Terrawatt

hours (TWh) of energy, which is equivalent to the energy

usage of Ireland in a year [54]. The annual energy con-

sumption as of 25 August 2019 was 73.121 TWh [13]. This

high amount of energy consumption of the Bitcoin network

has an adverse effect of the environment. According to a

research, the annual carbon dioxide emissions by the bitcoin

network are as high as 22.9 million metric tons, almost

equivalent to the amount produced by the countries like

Sri Lanka and Jordan [55].

IV. PROPOSED BLOCKCHAIN-BASED HEALTHCARE

DATA MANAGEMENT ARCHITECTURE

Figure 2 shows our proposed architecture for blockchain-

based healthcare data management. It shows the different

architectural components along with their roles and rela-

tionships. This section describes the roles of each compo-

nent. We use the permissioned blockchain network over the

permission-less because of the following issues associated

with the latter: 1) unauthorized network participation leading

to impersonation of network members, 2) clear transaction

data in the ledger accessible to each network participants

revealing sensitive patient’s data, 3) slow network throughput

hindering real-time patient’s treatment, and 4) the need for

paying transaction execution fees and mining rewards limit-

ing the usability of the network. Next, we briefly describe the

different components of the proposed architecture.

A. HEAD BLOCKCHAIN MANAGER (HBCM)

The Head Blockchain Manager (HBCM) is the main author-

ity of the blockchain that regulates the network. HBCM acts

as a Certificate Authority (CA) providing valid digital iden-

tity to the participants to join the network. Moreover, HBCM

receives the transactions from the clients and generates the

blocks. Thus, the role of a miner in our architecture is done

by the HBCM. Compared to the Bitcoin network, where there

are multiple miners competing against each other to generate

a block, our proposed architecture uses a single HBCM for

this purpose in order to reduce computational overhead and to

address the issue of high energy consumption associated with

Bitcoin. The HBCMmaintains a Ledger (L) of all the transac-

tions that are submitted by the client (valid and invalid). The

role of HBCMcan be played by either the national ministry of

health or somewell-knownmedical organizations and society

such as theHealthcare Information andManagement Systems

Society (HIMSS) [56]. In order to ensure single point of

failure and data availability our architecture uses two HBCM

(leader and follower) as shown in Figure 2. The leader HBCM

generates the blocks while the follower receives the blocks

from the leader and replicates them. The selection of leader

is done by using the method proposed in [57], i.e., based on

the number of votes.

In a public blockchain network such as Bitcoin where

there is no restriction for a node to join the network and

participate in the process of mining, there exists a high

number of miners throughout the network. It is possible that

two miners, separated geographically, mines a valid block

simultaneously and broadcasts it to the network. Depending

on the location and network connectivity some of the nodes

in the network may receive a block (let us call it block A)

from one miner and other nodes receive a block (let us call

it block B) from another miner. All the nodes in the network

maintain a copy of the blockchain ledger (let us call it the

main chain). A node, which receives block A, validates it

and appends it to its copy of the main chain and a node,

which receives block B, validates it and appends it to its

copy of the main chain. When a node having block A in its

main chain receives block B, the node verifies the validity

of block B. However, both blocks A and B have the same

parent block. Consequently, the node initiates a new chain (let

us call it the secondary chain) separate from the main chain

and appends the block B in that secondary chain. Similarly,

a node having block B in its main chain appends block A in

its secondary chain after it has been received and validated.

In the blockchain, when the chain is divided into two parts

in this way, it is known as forking [58]. In order to manage

forking, the blockchain network uses the rule of the longest

chain. This rule states that if the next block to be mined in
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FIGURE 2. Proposed architecture of blockchain-based healthcare data management system.

the network will have block A as a parent block, then the

blockchain with block A in the main chain will be considered

valid as it becomes long compared to the one with block B

in main chain. Similarly, if the new block contains block B

as the parent block, the blockchain with block B in the main

chain will be considered valid. The blocks in the secondary

chain are then removed and the chain continues to grow on

the main chain. Generally, the blockchain fork is managed

within one block [58]. Thus, to handle transactions in the

forked block, all the transactions in a block in the blockchain

are executed after certain number of blocks are appended to

the longest chain. For instance, in a bitcoin network, it takes

6 block confirmations for a transaction to get executed [59].

However, in the healthcare domain where the delay in access-

ing patient’s critical medical data can trigger life threatening

situations, forking is not acceptable. This issue is addressed

in our architecture because all the blocks are generated, and

the transactions are handled by the HBCM.

B. BLOCKCHAIN MANAGER (BCM)

In a blockchain network similar to that of Bitcoin all the hos-

pitals maintain a replicated copy of the ledger. The replication

of the ledger on all the nodes increases the computational

and network overheads leading to high energy consumption,

low transaction throughput and low scalability. To address

this issue, our architecture creates clusters of hospitals where

the ledger is maintained by only one cluster node and can

be queried by the others. Consequently, the grouping of the

nodes into clusters in our proposed architecture eliminates

the need of data communication and replication on all the

blockchain network nodes thereby reducing the computa-

tional and communication overheads compared to the Bit-

coin network. The hospitals are divided into clusters based

on their demography to avoid unnecessary communication

delays which cause higher latency. Within each cluster, one

node is selected as the Blockchain Manager (BCM) which

participates in the process of consensus and maintains a copy

of the ledger. The selection of the BCM is done by using

the method proposed in [60], i.e., in which a cluster node

having the maximum number of incident edges is selected

as the BCM. Each BCM in the network receives and verifies

the block generated by the HBCM. It then constructs and

maintains a Ledger of all the Valid Transactions (LVT) and

a Ledger of all the Invalid Transactions (LIT) in the network.
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These ledgers are replicated on all the BCMs in the

network.

C. CANAL

Medical data is very sensitive, private, and important infor-

mation. When we use a permission-less blockchain where

the data is public and can be accessed by anyone, data

privacy is a concern. One solution to address this issue is

to use a permissioned network where only the authorized

participants can view and access the data based on the access

rights defined for the data. However, there can be situations

where a sub-group of the authorized group needs to per-

form some confidential transactions. For instance, when a

group of hospitals collaborate together for some confidential

research or to track some illegal activities (such as false

billing, duplicate medical claims, forged diagnostics, bribe,

unwanted services, and data breaching). To facilitate this,

our architecture allows collaborating network participants to

create a sub-network, that we call a canal, to perform private

transactions. The transactions in a canal are only visible to

the participants of that sub-network, while the other network

participants are unaware of the canal’s transactions. This

is done by creating a separate blockchain ledger for each

canal. The network can support as many canals as possible.

Each incoming transaction to the leader HBCM contains the

information about the canal it belongs to. The HBCM places

the transaction in the blockchain ledger corresponding to

that canal. The blocks in that ledger are broadcasted only to

the BCMs which are part of that specific canal. As shown

in Figure 2, there exists three canals: canal 0, canal 1, and

canal 2. Canal 0 involves the public blockchain ledger which

can be viewed and accessed by all the network participants.

On the other hand, the transactions in the canals 1 and 2 are

confidential and can only be viewed and accessed by the

respective canal members. Hospitals in each canal are divided

into clusters with each cluster having a BCM.

D. LEDGER

The ledger in blockchain consists of all the transactions that

have occurred in the blockchain network. These transactions

are stored in blocks where each block is chained to its

previous block by using a cryptography technique. In our

architecture, the ledger is maintained by the HBCMs and

all the BCMs in the network. The ledger of HBCMs con-

tains all the valid and invalid transactions submitted to the

network. The inclusion of invalid transactions in addition to

valid transactions is for auditing purposes. In order to manage

the canals, the HBCMs maintains a ledger for each canal

(Figure 2. The BCMs of each canal receives the correspond-

ing canal ledger from the HBCM. Each BCM verifies the

transactions contained in the received block and separates the

valid ones from the invalid ones into two different blocks.

The block of valid transactions is appended to LVT and

the block of invalid transactions is appended to LIT. Both

ledgers exist in the same blockchain network replicated on

all the BCMs in a canal based on a consensus as shown

in Figure 2. The ledger of invalid transactions serves for

auditing purposes, particularly in the case of double spending.

The hospitals in the cluster (other than the BCMs) and the

patients can then query the BCMs to view and access the

medical data. The queried patient data is then stored in a

local database by the hospitals. The patient query will be

processed by the BCM nearest to the patient in terms of

physical location.

E. NOTIFICATION MANAGER (NM)

Each BCM in our proposed architecture consists of a Noti-

fication Manager (NM) to handle events’ notifications in the

network. An event is defined as the successful execution of a

transaction. The patient and hospitals can choose to receive

notifications for different events. We classify the events into

patient events and hospital events. The patient events include:

1) an update of the patient’s record by the hospital(s) where

the patient is receiving treatment, 2) a data access query of

the patient’s record by a hospital seeking research data in the

blockchain network, and 3) a successful data update request

by a patient. The hospital events include: 1) an update of

medical and lifestyle data of the patient, 2) a medical data

access request of a patient by another hospital to a hospital

maintaining the patient’s medical database, 3) and the suc-

cessful data update request by a hospital. The patients and

hospitals that opted for notifications will be notified by the

NM about the occurrence of a patient event and hospital event

respectively. The subscription for events’ notifications is han-

dled by the NM. For a hospital to subscribe for notifications

via the NM, the hospital should belong to the cluster of the

corresponding BCM. Similarly, for a patient to subscribe to

the NM notifications, he/she should be registered with the

hospital that belongs to the cluster of the correspondingBCM.

F. CONSENSUS

The blockchain network does not have trusted third parties

and uses consensus protocols to reach an agreement by the

network participants that do not trust each other. The consen-

sus helps to agree on the order of transactions in the network,

the update of the ledger, and the network characteristics and

policies. The consensus protocol used by the Bitcoin network

is PoWwhich suffers from the issue of high energy consump-

tion and low transaction throughput caused by the complexity

of computation to select a minder. In PoW a miner would

refrain from mining invalid block because of the invested

computational mining power. However, many miners now

form groups to distribute the computation and increase the

chances for mining of next block in the chain. This group of

miners is known as a mining pool. Each miner in a pool uses

its computing capacity for computing PoW. If a mining pool

owns more than 50% of the network’s computing power, it is

likely that this group would be able to prevent the validation

of transactions. This is known as the problem of 51% attack

in the Bitcoin network [61]. To address the aforementioned

issues in PoW, our proposed blockchain architecture uses
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the Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) consensus

protocol.

PBFT was proposed by Castro et al. in 1999 [62], where

all the network nodes communicate with each other with the

goal of reaching an agreement by assuming that all honest

nodes will have the same exact copy of the ledger. In our

architecture, the leader HBCM sends the generated block

(that includes both valid and invalid transactions) to all the

BCMs in a canal. Each BCM verifies all the transactions in

the received block and will group the valid and invalid trans-

actions into two different blocks. For each block, the BCM

calculates the merkle tree root hash and concatenate this root

hash value with the previous block’s hash, block number,

timestamp and block version and sends it to a hash function

to calculate the block’s hash. This is done for both the block

of valid transactions and the block of invalid transactions.

Each BCM then broadcasts these blocks’ hash values to other

BCMs in the same canal. A BCM waits until it receives the

same hash from f + 1 or two-thirds of the BCMs in the

network, where f represents the number of faulty nodes. Once

received, the BCM updates its LVT with the block of valid

transactions and its LIT with the block of invalid transactions.

For the PBFT protocol to function correctly, the number of

malicious or crashed BCMs must not be equal or greater than
n
3
out of the total n BCMs in the same canal at a given time.

Thus, the higher the number of nodes in the network, themore

unlikely it is for more than one third nodes to be malicious.

Consequently, the more secure is the network.

G. DATA REPLICATION

Replication in a distributed system is a mechanism that

enables geographically distributed nodes to access a shared

replicated data ledger. In our proposed architecture, each

BCM in a canal shares the replicated ledger. Ideally, the copy

of the ledger should be consistent across the different BCMs

and should always be available. However, in a distributed sys-

tem where network partition may occur, data messages could

be delayed or lost. Consequently, ensuring high consistency

and high availability at the same time is a challenge and a

trade-off [63] needs to be achieved. Based on this trade-off

between consistency and data availability along with network

performance in terms of latency and transaction through-

put, the data replication strategies in large-scale distributed

systems can be divided into five different consistency mod-

els: strong consistency, consistent prefix, bounded staleness,

monotonic reads, and eventual consistency [64]. We explain

these consistency models in the context of the blockchain

technology. The execution of a transaction involves ’write’

operations to the ledger whereas querying an executed trans-

action involves ’read’ operations. Table 3 compares different

consistencymodels used for replication strategy in distributed

systems.
• Strong Consistency: In this strategy, all the nodes are

synchronized after each execution operation in the data

ledger. The read operation in this type of model always

guarantees to get the latest updated status of a ledger

TABLE 3. Comparison of consistency models for replication strategies in
distributed systems.

from all the nodes. A node trying to get the status of

a transaction will wait as long as there is a transaction

being processed. This increases the latency of the net-

work in particular in a dynamic network where the trans-

actions arrival rate is high and/or the network bandwidth

and latency are important issues.

• Consistent Prefix: The transactions can be executed, and
the nodes will be synchronized later. In this strategy,

the nodes can access a consistent prefix of the ledger.

All the nodes are synchronized on the prefix ledger.

However, this strategy does not guarantee the same order

of transactions in all the nodes of the network.

• Bounded Staleness: This strategy allows a node to read

a transaction state before a complete ledger is updated

on all the nodes. Updates of the nodes’ ledger is done

in an asynchronous way. The read operation will get

transaction status updates (not necessarily the entire

updated ledger)from each node, where the last updated

blocks were done before a specified period of time T.

This technique does not allow a node to update its own

ledger and to have the same status of a full ledger.

• Monotonic Reads: In this strategy, each transaction is

prefixed with a timestamp or index. This ensures that

all nodes have the same ledger with the same order of

transactions.

• Eventual Consistency: It is the weakest of all the above
consistency models. It does not guarantee the order of

the transactions to be the same at each node. The read

operation of an executed transaction in this model results

in any arbitrary data state. This is because of the delay

in the ledger update. However, the model assumes that

the ledger will eventually be consistent.

For a blockchain network that tolerates partitioning in

large-scale distributed systems and requires all the nodes to

maintain the ledger to agree on the entire chain in a synchro-

nized manner, the implementation of strong consistency will

be impossible. Thus, an appropriate consistency strategy for

the blockchain network should allow the nodes in the network

to agree on the current chain (i.e., consistent prefix) except for

a potentially small number of unconfirmed blocks [65]. How-

ever, having a consistent prefix is not enough for blockchain.

This is because the blocks are not updated during synchro-

nization on all the nodes. A node might be having a copy

of the ledger with M blocks at time T in the network while

another node has a copy of the ledger with N blocks (N < M)
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at time T’ (T’ > T). Consequently, a node requesting a recent

block might get block N to update its own ledger believing

it is a more recent block update than block M. Therefore,

blockchain implements the monotonic reads replication strat-

egy aswell. Based on the discussion, our proposed blockchain

architecture uses a combination of two replication strategies:

consistent prefix and monotonic reads; that is referred as

Monotonic Prefix Consistency (MPC) [66].

V. TRANSACTION HANDLING

In this section, we discuss how transactions are handled in

our proposed architecture. First, we discuss how the client’s

(patient’s or hospital’s) data is pushed to the blockchain

network and updated on the ledger. Second, we explain how

a query transaction is launched by a hospital or a patient to

retrieve a medical record from the ledger.

A. UPDATE

To update a medical or health record, a client first prepares

the transaction proposal to send it to the leader HBCM.

A transaction proposal includes the patient ID, the hospital ID

of the patient to which the data belongs to, the medical data,

the canal to which the data belongs, and the timestamp. The

transaction proposal is hashed using a hashing function and

the hashed value is then encrypted using the client’s private

key. The encrypted value acts as the digital signature for

that transaction proposal. The transaction proposal and the

corresponding digital signature are broadcasted to the leader

HBCM. The leader accumulates all the transactions received

from different clients and creates a block of transactions.

Each block contains transactions belonging to the same canal.

Once the block threshold limit is reached, i.e., a permissible

number of transactions is reached or the block is limited

by the block size, the leader HBCM calculates the hash of

the block (as described in Section IV-F) and broadcasts the

block to the follower HBCM and all the BCMs in the canal

where the block belongs to. The follower HBCM replicates

the block on its ledger, while each BCM verifies the trans-

actions in the block for its validity. The BCM decrypts the

proposed encrypted transaction using the client’s public key

to obtain the hash value of the transaction. The successful

decryption ensures the client’s authenticity. The BCM then

hashes the proposed transaction that was sent along with the

signature and compares it with the hash value obtained by

decrypting the digital signature. If both hash values match

the data integrity is ensured. This process of ensuring client’s

authenticity and data integrity is known as transaction verifi-

cation. The BCM separates the valid transactions from the

invalid ones. A block of valid transactions and a block of

invalid ones are created and the hash values for each block

is calculated. Each BCM broadcasts their valid and invalid

blocks’ hashes to other BCMs in the canal. If a BCM receives

the same hash values for the block from f + 1 (f is the

number of faulty BCMs) or two-third of the other BCMs,

then the ledger of that BCM is updated. The hospital and

the patient corresponding to the hospital ID and the patient

FIGURE 3. Data flow process for transaction update.

ID respectively in the transaction proposal are then notified

about the transaction if they have opted for notifications. The

hospital can then query its BCM for the data which is then

stored in the hospital’s local database upon retrieval. Figure 3

shows the transaction update flow diagram.

B. QUERY

The query transaction is executed in a similar way as the

update transaction. The query by a hospital is responded by

the BCM of the cluster to which that hospital belongs to.

In contrast, the query of the patient is handled by the BCM

which is nearest to the patient in terms of physical location to

avoid communication delay. If that BCM is not available to

respond the patient’s query, the query is handled by the next

nearest BCM.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we first compare the proposed blockchain

architecture and the Bitcoin blockchain in terms of security

and privacy considerations. Then, we simulate a blockchain

network and evaluate the performance of the Bitcoin network

and our proposed architecture. We analyze and compare the

performance in terms of amount of data transferred and pro-

cessing time required for data replication and ledger update.

We also evaluate the impact of number of blocks and nodes

on the performance.

A. SECURITY AND PRIVACY ANALYSIS

In this section we discuss some possible security and pri-

vacy threats for a blockchain network and explain how our
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proposed architecture will handle these threats. It is believed

that a malicious attacker can be the BCM, patients, hospi-

tals or a person who is not part of the network. Attackers

can impersonate a user identity, create fake blocks or trans-

actions, hinder the communication, discard transactions,

delete or modify a transaction data, or link a user’s transac-

tion to its identity. The main classes of threats which exist

in the Bitcoin network can be classified into three cate-

gories [67]: 1) accessibility threats, 2) anonymity threats,

and 3) authentication and access control threats. Accessibility

threats cause problems for a blockchain participant to access

his/her data, whereas anonymity threats link the user’s trans-

action to his/her identity by analyzing the public blockchain

transactions and other available information. The different

types of accessibility threats include Denial of Service (DoS),

data modification, blocks dropping, and appending of invalid

blocks. Authentication and access control threats involve

impersonation of a blockchain user in order to gain access

to his/her data. Next, we discuss these treats and explain how

our proposed architecture addresses them.

In a DoS attack, a malicious attacker sends many trans-

actions repeatedly to a network participant to reduce its

availability. In our architecture, all the transactions are pro-

cessed by the HBCM to mitigate this type of attack. If the

HBCM receives several unsuccessful transactions in the same

canal, it can block that attacker node from accessing the

network. The list of unsuccessful transactions is known in

our architecture because the ledger of HBCM contains both

valid and invalid transactions. In the data modification attack,

an attacker tries to modify or delete the data of a particular

user. The data of the BCMs cannot be modified due to the

immutability property of the blockchain. If the attacker tries

to modify or delete any data from the hospitals, then the data

can be queried from the corresponding cluster’s BCM.

In the blocks dropping attack, an attacker can take control

of a BCM and then drops all the received blocks from the

HBCM. Such an attack would be detected in our proposed

architecture because the patients and hospitals would not

be able to query the data. In this case, a new BCM can

be selected. In the attack which involves appending invalid

blocks, an attacker should have control over multiple BCMs

simultaneously. However, as the BCMs are scattered in dif-

ferent canals in our architecture, it is not possible to attack

multiple BCMs because of the secure canal. In the anonymity

threat, an attacker may try to link a user’s transactions to

his/her identity based on the user’s transaction history and

other available public information. This linking of transac-

tions with a user identity is not possible in our architecture

because of two reasons. First, our proposed architecture uses

a permissioned blockchain network as compared to Bitcoin’s

permission-less network where the transaction data is made

public. Second, a user’s transactions are scattered in different

ledgers based on the canal used, which makes it impossible to

gather all the information about user’s transaction data. In the

authentication and access control threat, an attacker can try to

take control over the user’s (patient’s or hospital’s) identity to

access his/her data. In our architecture, the ledger is not stored

at the user’s node restricting the access to data only by query.

Multiple queries from a user to BCM can be fielded to the

HBCM which further investigates the issue.

B. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze and compare the performance

of our proposed blockchain architecture with the Bitcoin

network. We did this by simulating a Bitcoin network and

our proposed blockchain architecture using NS3 simulator.

The nodes in each of the simulated networks are connected

using a random topology similar to that in a blockchain. In the

simulated Bitcoin network, each node is connected to 10 other

nodes, with a ledger replicated on all the nodes using broad-

casting. However, in the simulated proposed architecture,

the network nodes are divided into clusters with each cluster

having a BCM. The ledger is then replicated on the BCMs.

The selection of the number of clusters is based on the work

by [68], according to which the optimal number of clusters

in terms of energy consumption and performance for a group

of 100 nodes is 10. Figure 4 shows the experimental setup for

the Bitcoin and the proposed architecture networks. Similar to

a blockchain network, we use blocks to maintain the record of

transactions with each block having a hash value. The block

size used in the simulation is 1 MB and the hashing algorithm

used is SHA-256. We choose SHA-256 due to its popularity

among the Bitcoin network. Table 4 shows the parameters

we have used to simulate the blockchain networks, and the

specifications of the server we employ to execute the simu-

lation. We evaluate the performance of the Bitcoin network

and our proposed architecture in terms of the amount of data

transferred (in MB) over the network in two different scenar-

ios: 1) when the number of blocks increases, and 2) when

the number of nodes increases. In addition, we observe the

total execution time for data replication and ledger update in

both scenarios. We repeat each experiment 10 times and we

calculate the average values.

In the first scenario, we keep the number of nodes constant

at 100 and increase the number of blocks from 10 to 50 at an

interval of 10. These 100 nodes are divided into 10 clusters

with each cluster having a BCM to simulate our proposed

network. To calculate the amount of data transferred for the

Bitcoin network, 10 blocks of 1 MB each generated by a

network node are broadcasted to the 99 other nodes of the

network to update the ledger of each node. As each node in

the network is connected to 10 other nodes, at most 2 hops are

required for a block to reach a node.We thenmeasure the total

amount of data transfer during this broadcast. In our proposed

architecture, the block is generated by the leader HBCM and

is broadcasted to the follower HBCM and 10 BCMs in the

network. We calculate the total amount of data transferred

during this broadcast. In addition to the broadcast of the block

in our architecture, each BCM broadcasts the hash calcu-

lated by that node to the remaining 9 BCMs in the network.

The size of a block’s hash value is 256 bytes due to the

use of SHA-256 hashing algorithm. Consequently, the total
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FIGURE 4. Experimental setup for the blockchain networks.

FIGURE 5. Amount of data transferred using Bitcoin and our proposed blockchain architecture
when the number of blocks increases.

TABLE 4. Experimental environment and setup.

amount of data transferred in our architecture is calculated by

adding the data transferred during the broadcast of the block

and the data transferred during the broadcast of the block’s

hash value. To calculate the processing time, we simulate

the network in a similar way and initiate the broadcasts

of blocks using the Bitcoin network and our architecture.

We recorded the total processing time required by the network

for the successful data replication and update of the ledger

during the simulation. In the second scenario, we keep the

number of blocks constant at 10 and increase the number of

nodes from 100 to 500 at an interval of 100. We divide the

nodes into clusters in the same way as in the first scenario

(i.e., 10 clusters for 100 nodes, which means that 20 clus-

ters for 200 nodes and so on). In addition, we calculate the

amount of data transferred and the total processing time for

the Bitcoin network and our proposed architecture the same

way as in the first scenario.

Figure 5 shows the amount of data transferred (MB) for

updating the ledger at each node in the Bitcoin network and

at each BCM in our proposed architecture when the number

of blocks increases. The amount of data linearly increases for

both cases with the Bitcoin network using more data leading

to higher computational and traffic overheads. On average

the amount of data transferred using the Bitcoin network is

11 times higher than our proposed network. This improved

perform is because of the clustering approach in our proposed
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FIGURE 6. Processing time using Bitcoin and our proposed blockchain architecture when the
number of blocks increases.

FIGURE 7. Amount of data transferred using Bitcoin and our proposed blockchain architecture
when the number of nodes increases.

FIGURE 8. Processing time using Bitcoin and our proposed blockchain architecture when the
number of nodes increases.

architecture which performs data replication only on BCMs

as compared to Bitcoin which replicates data on all the nodes

thereby requiring more broadcasts.

Figure 6 shows the processing time for the Bitcoin net-

work and our proposed architecture when the number of

blocks increases. It shows that our proposed architecture takes

less time to replicate data and update the ledger compared

to the Bitcoin network. This is because of the clustering

approach in our architecture which eliminates data repli-

cation on all the nodes. On average when the number of
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blocks increases, the Bitcoin network takes 1.13 times more

time to replicate the data compared to our proposed archi-

tecture. The difference between the processing times with

both approaches increases when the number of blocks in the

network increases.

Figures 7 and 8 show the amount of data transferred (MB)

and processing time respectively for updating the ledger at

each node in the Bitcoin network and at each BCM in our

proposed architecture and the when the number of nodes

increases. They show that our proposed architecture outper-

forms the Bitcoin network both in terms of data transferred

and processing time, demonstrating scalability of our archi-

tecture. On average when the number of nodes increases,

the amount of data transferred using the Bitcoin network is

10 times higher than our proposed architecture.Moreover, our

architecture yields an average improvement of 67% in pro-

cessing time required for data replication and ledger update

compared to the Bitcoin network.

VII. CONCLUSION

Healthcare data management has been gaining increasing

attention in the last few years as it can provide more accurate,

efficient, and cost-effective patient care. Blockchain tech-

nology has strong potential to improve the management of

medical data because it can address issues such as single point

of failure, data stewardship, system vulnerability, distributed

information, and high security and privacy risks prevailing

in the existing client-server and cloud-based approaches.

However, most of the recent research efforts aimed at imple-

menting blockchain in the healthcare domain have focused

on the Bitcoin network. However, as we have mentioned

previously, the Bitcoin network suffers from high energy

consumption, low transaction throughput, limited scalability,

and privacy and security threats. Consequently, there is a need

for a more scalable and efficient blockchain architecture.

In this paper, we have proposed a lightweight blockchain

architecture for healthcare data management that has low

computational and communication overhead as compared to

the Bitcoin network. We replaced the energy consuming min-

ing consensus protocol of the Bitcoin network with a scalable

and an energy-efficient consensus protocol. Moreover, our

architecture divides the nodes into clusters, with each cluster

having a manager that maintains the ledger as compared to

the Bitcoin network where all the nodes maintain the ledger.

Consequently, our architecture reduces the computational and

communication delay making it more scalable. Our architec-

ture uses a HBCM which generates the blocks (replicated on

the other BCMs) and orders the transactions. This approach

where a single entity generates a block solves the issue of

forking that is prevalent in the Bitcoin network which if it

exists in the healthcare domain can trigger life threatening

situations. We analyze the effectiveness of our proposed

architecture in providing security and privacy by examining

different threat models which exist in the Bitcoin network and

we discussed how our architecture addresses them. We also

simulate the blockchain network to evaluate and compare the

performance of our architecture with the Bitcoin network in

terms of amount of data transferred and network processing

time for data replication and ledger update. Our performance

results demonstrate that our proposed architecture generates
1
11

of network traffic compared to Bitcoin when the number

of blocks increases. Our ledger update is 1.13 times faster.

Furthermore, results show that the network traffic is 1
10

that

of Bitcoin and has a speedup of 67% in ledger update when

the number of nodes increases.

The replication of the ledger in Bitcoin ensures data secu-

rity and privacy in a permissioned network where the partici-

pants do not trust each other. However, in healthcare domain

where the hospitals and medical organizations form a trusted

network, using Bitcoin would lead to scalability and energy

issues as discussed. Our architecture uses the clustering tech-

nique to increase scalability and reduce energy consumption

in healthcare domain while satisfying the security require-

ments. The results obtained with our proposed architecture

demonstrate its efficiency and its attractiveness for potential

adoption by medical organizations seeking to use blockchain

technology for healthcare data management.

There has been an increasing use of medical sensors for

remote and real-time health monitoring with the introduction

of computing paradigm such as the Internet of Things (IoT) in

the domain of smart health. However, these sensors generate

and process a vast amount of private data related to a patient’s

health condition that has to be secured from cyberattacks.

Introducing a blockchain network such as Bitcoin to health-

care IoT is not straightforward because of high resource

requirements for PoW consensus, communication delays,

and computational overheads. Fog computing can increase

the performance of blockchain for smart health applica-

tions. However, the performance can be further improved

by incorporating our proposed architecture using clustering

techniques along with fog computing. For instance, the data

coming from sensors can be processed by a mobile gateway

fog node, acting as the head of a cluster of sensors. The fog

node maintains a record of the sensors’ data transactions.

A cluster of multiple fog devices can be formed based on the

patients registered with a particular hospital or based on the

geographical location of the patients. The head of this cluster

can then maintain a copy of the ledger. Currently, we are

integrating IoT into our proposed architecture for smart and

remote healthcare blockchain solution. Our future work will

focus on a real implementation of the architecture in order to

extensively evaluate its security, privacy and performance.
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